The performance of multiprogrammed shared-memory multiprocessors suffers often from scheduler interventions that neglect data locality. On cache-coherent distributed shared-memory (DSM) multiprocessors, such scheduler interventions tend to increase the rate of remote memory accesses. This paper presents a novel dynamic page migration algorithm that remedies this problem in iterative parallel programs. The purpose of the algorithm is the early detection of pages that will most likely be accessed remotely by threads associated with them via a thread-to-memory affinity relation. The key mechanism that enables timely identification of these pages is a communication interface between the page migration engine and the operating system scheduler. The algorithm improves previously proposed competitive page migration algorithms in many aspects, including accuracy, timeliness and cost amortization. Most notably, the algorithm is not biased by obsolete memory access history that may be accumulated in the page access counters at runtime. Experiments on the SGI Origin2000 show that the algorithm outperforms by far the best static page placement algorithm and a customized page migration engine implemented in IRIX, the Origin2000 operating system. The algorithm is implemented at user-level and its functionality is orthogonal to the scheduling policy of the operating system.
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INTRODUCTION
Cache-coherent distributed shared-memory (DSM) multiprocessors are one of the dominant server architectures for industrial and academic environments. The commercial success of these systems is a synergy of three factors: Scalability, which is enabled by the DSM architecture; cost-effectiveness which is enabled by the use of off-the-shelf building components; and a simple shared-memory programming interface, which is enabled by efficient cache coherence protocols implemented in hardware. Unfortunately, the performance of these systems is adversely affected by the non-uniform memory access latency. Sustaining high performance on DSM multiprocessors requires substantial memory access locality optimizations.
In several production settings, DSM servers operate in multiprogrammed mode, in which multiple users submit jobs for execution simultaneously. Multiprogrammed DSM servers suffer from poor performance due to contention between programs for critical system resources, such as processors and memory. The adverse effects of multiprogramming on multiprocessor servers stem from the fact that different types of jobs have different and usually conflicting resource and performance requirements. To cope with the requirements of as many types of jobs as possible, the system scheduler is forced to use aggressive algorithms for job multiplexing, based on frequent preemptions and migrations of threads. These scheduler interventions, albeit necessary for load balancing and processor utilization, introduce complex performance implications, such as unnecessary idling of processors at synchronization points, high cache miss rates, and increased memory access latency due to remote memory accesses [8, 31, 32 ].
Motivating Example
A significant number of large-scale parallel systems are operated in multiprogrammed mode, allowing more than one users to share the resources of the system at the same time. From the system administration point of view, resource sharing enables higher resource utilization. From the user point of view though, resource sharing implies compromised performance due to limited resource availability. On a multiuser system, a user can not expect that a fixed number of processors and a fixed amount of memory will be available throughout the lifetime of the program. Supercomputing centers and other computational resource providers have tried to circumvent this problem by partitioning parallel systems and letting users submit jobs to isolated partitions through a front-end queuing system, after providing rough indications on the requirements of the jobs in terms of processors, memory and execution time.
The advantage of queuing systems is that they can guarantee that the user will run the jobs on dedicated resources for the reserved time slot. The major disadvantage of queuing systems is that sometimes, users experience unacceptable queuing delays and turnaround times. As a consequence, several users prefer to execute their jobs on time-shared processors, thus trading speedup for productivity. A second disadvantage is that execution on dedicated resources is charged more than execution on non-dedicated resources.
As an example, the NCSA Origin2000 cluster at the University of Illinois [19] is partitioned into 24 dedicated and 12 time-shared partitions of various sizes. Each partition is controlled by a separate submission queue. Users can submit no more than five jobs at a time at either dedicated, or time-shared queues. The experience of the authors as users of this system 3 has shown that the waiting time in queues that control dedicated processor partitions is anywhere between half an hour and one week. Waiting time on time-shared queues rarely exceeds five minutes. Execution time on dedicated queues is charged with a site-specific algorithm and the amount of CPU hours used is subtracted from the user account balance. Execution time on time-shared partitions is free of charge. Time-shared partitions are used heavily by users that submit parallel jobs and personal communication with users from the academia revealed that a large fraction of these jobs is submitted for production purposes and even benchmarking [24] . Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the jobs running on a 16-processor time-shared partition of the NCSA Origin2000 at 11 a.m. on Nov. 15 2001. This partition admits jobs that use between 9 and 16 threads. Admission control is performed by the LSF queuing system. The figure shows the jobs running in the partition at the time when we submitted a job that uses 16 threads, while logged in as cpolychr. This job executed the OpenMP implementation of the NAS MG benchmark, using the Class A problem size. The snapshot shows that the partition is actively shared between four users, while one user is apparently idling. The four active users have submitted one parallel job each. Among the jobs submitted from other users, one uses the Gaussian computational chemistry program that models molecular structures under a variety of conditions, and another uses Abaqus, a proprietary 3-D structural finite element code. Both of them are computation-intensive programs able to exploit massive amounts of both shared-memory and distributed memory parallelism. These programs and used solely for production purposes by engineers in related fields. The submitted jobs bring the degree of multiprogramming of the partition to four. Under the most conservative assumption that the users ask for the minimum number of threads for their jobs, each processor in the partition is time-shared between two or three threads. In the worst case, each processor is time-shared between four threads. Although we can not know the real intentions of the users that submitted these jobs, judging from the characteristics and the run times of the jobs, we can safely assume that the users use the time-shared queue for production purposes and not only for testing and debugging.
The execution time of MG on 16 dedicated processors is 11.86 seconds. The execution time of MG in the job we submitted to the time-shared partition of the NCSA Origin2000 was 68.97 seconds. This is a slowdown of 5.81 compared to the execution time of the same program in a dedicated system. Since there seem to be three other users sharing the processors, we would expect our job to run with 4-fold slowdown. The mediocre performance tells us that the implications of multiprogramming on the performance of the program are beyond user expectations and need deeper investigation.
Problem statement
On cache-coherent DSM systems (also known as ccNUMA systems due to the non-uniform memory access latency), one of the most subtle effects of multiprogramming is the increased frequency of remote memory accesses upon cache misses [7, 32] . This problem is an artifact of the tendency of the operating system scheduler to move threads between different nodes 4 , or share the resources of each node between different jobs. The former is required mostly for load balancing purposes, while the latter is required to dynamically space-share the system resources among jobs in the presence of load variations [30, 33] . Both events lead to a significant increase of memory latency and occur in essentially all practical scheduling algorithms.
In terms of data locality, the number of remote memory accesses on a multiprogrammed DSM multiprocessor increases whenever a thread of a program is not located in the same node with the pages that the thread accesses more frequently. We define this set of pages as the memory affinity set of the thread. Collocation of each thread with its memory affinity set is the prerequisite for minimizing the rate of remote memory accesses.
Collocation of threads and memory affinity sets can be theoretically implemented either by a scheduling strategy that schedules each thread to the node that stores its memory affinity set, or symmetrically, by a memory management strategy that places each page on the same node with the thread that contains the page in its memory affinity set. Providing efficient memory management mechanisms for dynamic collocation of threads and memory affinity sets, in a manner which is orthogonal to the scheduling strategy of the operating system, is the goal of the work presented in this paper.
Contributions of the paper
This paper presents a new page migration algorithm which dynamically collocates threads and memory affinity sets, in the presence of unpredictable scheduler interventions. The algorithm operates on iterative programs, which constitute the majority of parallel codes in use today. Popular codes used for benchmarking parallel architectures, such as the NAS benchmarks [3] , the SPECHPC96 and SPECOMP2001 benchmarks [2] , and most of the application codes from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [34] fall into this class. Iterative parallel codes are encountered in the most significant application domains of computational science and engineering, including computational fluid dynamics, molecular chemistry, weather forecasting, ocean and climate modeling, finite element methods, and crash simulation.
Iterative codes have the advantage that their accurate memory access pattern can be detected and optimized at runtime, immediately after the execution of the first iteration [14, 21] . The idea pursued by our algorithm is to collect scheduling information from the operating system and detect events that may necessitate the migration of pages from memory affinity sets which are not aligned with the threads they belong to. The algorithm correlates scheduling information with the memory access trace of the program at runtime and attempts to migrate pages timely, in response to critical scheduler interventions. Correlation of memory accesses with scheduling information enables the algorithm to improve the accuracy and timeliness of its page migration engine. Consequently, the algorithm provides solid performance improvements compared to previously proposed competitive page migration algorithms.
The algorithm is implemented in a commercial system, the SGI Origin2000 and does not require any modifications to the operating system. It is an integral part of a runtime system that provides transparent services for data distribution and memory access locality optimizations to OpenMP programs [22] . This makes the algorithm immediately available to OpenMP codes as a pluggable module.
We present results from experiments using both synthetic and realistic workloads, in which multiple instances of parallel applications from the NAS benchmarks suite [3] are multiplexed with background load, using two different scheduling strate-gies, time sharing and dynamic space sharing. These scheduling strategies represent the two extremes of the spectrum of algorithms used in contemporary multiprocessor schedulers. The results emphasize three facts: our algorithm achieves sizeable improvements over the best static page placement algorithm; it improves significantly the performance of competitive kernel-level page migration mechanisms; and it is immune to the scheduling strategy of the operating system, i.e. its effectiveness is uniform with different scheduling strategies.
The rest of this paper
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 formulates the problem of poor memory access locality due to scheduler interventions on multiprogrammed DSM multiprocessors. Section 4 presents our algorithm and Section 5 outlines the implementation. Section 6 provides experimental results. We conclude the paper in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
We classify the techniques proposed thus far for improving the efficiency of multiprogramming on shared-memory multiprocessors into techniques enabled by the scheduler and techniques enabled by the memory manager.
Scheduler-enabled techniques
Most schedulers of multiprogrammed multiprocessors maintain an affinity link for each thread. This link is set to point to the processor on which the thread begins its execution and is likely to store the working set of the thread in the cache [31] . The link biases scheduling decisions, in the sense that the scheduler tends to bind each thread to the corresponding affinity link. Affinity scheduling improves marginally the performance of time sharing schedulers on lightly loaded multiprogrammed shared-memory multiprocessors [29] . The effectiveness of affinity scheduling in general depends on several dynamic characteristics of the workload. If processors are time shared among multiple threads, affinity scheduling is unlikely to be effective. This happens because with a high degree of multiprogramming, the cache of a processor is unable to store the working sets of the threads that share the processor. Moreover, the use of hard affinity links, that is, the binding of threads to processors may introduce load imbalance.
Dynamic processor allocation policies that take into consideration the system load and the degree of parallelism available in each program may also improve the performance of multiprogrammed multiprocessors [18, 30, 35] . These policies are generalizations of static space sharing, a processor allocation scheme that assigns a distinct subset of processors to each parallel job, so that the job executes without interference with other jobs in the system. Dynamic processor allocation implements space sharing but allows processors to move between jobs, to adapt to the dynamics of the system load. It has been shown that on multiprogrammed DSM multiprocessors, dynamic processor allocation schemes tend to outperform scheduling policies based on time sharing [7, 8, 32, 33] . Compared to time-sharing, dynamic processor allocation allocates less processors to parallel jobs, but reduces contention and achieves satisfactory data locality by isolating the resources allocated to each job [33] . In practical implementations, dynamic processor allocation is coupled with runtime systems that enable the dynamic adaptation of parallel jobs to the number of processors available to them at runtime [25] .
One of the most important problems of multiprocessor schedulers is the uncontrolled preemption of threads that execute on the critical path of a program. These preemptions are performed in response to unexpected oscillations of system load. A third class of mechanisms for efficient multiprogramming on multiprocessors is based on the idea of resuming as quickly as possible critical threads which are maliciously preempted by the operating system [1] . These mechanisms use a two-level scheduling architecture, in which the kernel scheduler assigns physical processors to programs and a user-level scheduler maps threads to virtual processors 5 , which are in turn mapped to physical processors by the operating system. The two schedulers communicate via shared memory to exchange scheduling information. The userlevel scheduler is notified whenever a thread is preempted by the operating system and has the means to identify if this thread was executing useful computation at preemption time. With this information, the user-level scheduler is able to resume the preempted thread when one of the virtual processors assigned to the program becomes idle.
Memory management techniques
The need to introduce memory management schemes that take into account multiprogramming on contemporary DSM multiprocessors emerges due to the nonuniform latency of memory accesses. Memory allocation algorithms for DSM multiprocessors try to reduce the frequency of remote memory accesses. It has been shown that for parallel programs running in a dedicated set of DSM nodes, a balanced static distribution of pages between nodes achieves usually good levels of memory access locality [7, 17] . To cope with multiprogramming, memory management algorithms must enable the movement of memory resources between programs. Dynamic sharing of memory can be done either by letting the programs claim memory from other programs, or by dynamically migrating memory based on some cost-effectiveness criterion [33] . The latter approach was previously explored in real systems, via the use of dynamic page migration [28, 32, 33] .
Dynamic page migration was introduced more than a decade ago on dance-hall NUMA architectures [6, 26] . The idea is to count the number of accesses from each node to each page in memory at runtime, and identify which node accesses each page more frequently. The access counters are compared with a competitive criterion to assess whether migrating a page to the node that accesses the page more frequently is likely to reduce the number of remote memory accesses in the long term [5] . Dynamic page migration was implemented in several systems without clear indications about its effectiveness [6] .
The idea of using dynamic page migration was resurrected with the appearance of ccNUMA architectures, as a way to reduce the number of remote memory accesses in programs with dynamic memory access patterns. The first complete implementation of dynamic page migration appeared in a port of the IRIX operating system for the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor [32] . This implementation uses a vector of hardware counters attached to each page in memory. Additional hardware attached to the memory modules compares local to remote accesses to each page and delivers an interrupt if the number of remote accesses by some node exceeds the number of local accesses. The interrupt handler evaluates a set of resource management criteria that have to be met for the page to migrate. If these criteria are met, the page is migrated and the operating system takes the appropriate actions to move the page and maintain the consistency of its mappings in the TLBs and internal data structures. The Stanford FLASH implementation of dynamic page migration was later adopted for the page migration engine of the SGI Origin2000 [15] .
Experiments with a simulator of the IRIX page migration engine revealed that dynamic page migration reduces the number of remote memory accesses and provides substantial reductions of turnaround time in multiprogrammed workloads consisting of CPU-intensive sequential programs [28, 32] . Two implementations of dynamic page migration on real systems (the SGI Origin2000 [15] and the Sun Wildfire [9, 23] ) have not demonstrated any noteworthy performance improvements [11] . The reasons for this are the limited accuracy of the page migration algorithms used in the implementations, the sensitivity to transient effects in the workloads and the inability to amortize the cost of page migrations [21] . The work presented in this paper addresses these problems.
THE IMPLICATIONS OF SCHEDULING DECISIONS ON THE LOCALITY OF MEMORY ACCESSES ON DSM MULTIPROCESSORS
The first part of this section formulates the performance implications of certain scheduling decisions of the operating system on the locality of memory accesses on DSM multiprocessors. The goal is to show how dynamic page migration can be used as the means to overcome these problems. The second part of the section explains why previously proposed competitive page migration algorithms are incapable of dealing with scheduler interventions on multiprogrammed systems.
Impact of thread migrations and preemptions
Assuming that on a DSM multiprocessor the operating system uses a localityaware page placement algorithm, each thread is expected to be initially collocated with its memory affinity set. Any scheduler intervention that moves a thread away from its memory affinity set will cause the number of remote memory accesses to increase. There are two such interventions, thread migrations and thread preemptions. We examine each of them in the following paragraphs.
Thread migrations
Thread migrations are used by the scheduler to balance the load of the system. They occur frequently in both time sharing and space sharing schedulers, with or without affinity links, as a consequence of load oscillation.
The problem with thread migrations in DSM systems is illustrated in Figure 2 . The migration of s from node A to node B has two consequences. First, the working set of s has to be reloaded from the cache of a processor on A to the cache of a processor on B. If A stores the pages with the working set of s, which is the case if the operating system uses a NUMA-aware page placement algorithm, the cache reload has to be performed from the memory of A with remote memory accesses. Second, if A contains the pages of the memory affinity set of s, these pages will be accessed frequently from B upon cache misses incurred from s.
Thread preemptions
Preemptions of threads occur frequently with both time sharing and space sharing schedulers. In time sharing schedulers, preemptions occur due to the multiplexing of threads on processors and are relatively short-term actions, in the sense that the duration of a preemption is usually as much as the duration of a scheduler time quantum, multiplied by the number of threads that share the processor. This number is expected to be low even on heavily loaded systems. Space sharing schedulers present a different scenario. A thread preemption may occur due to a spike in the load, which forces the operating system to dealocate processors from running jobs and allocate them to newly arrived jobs. In these cases, thread preemptions may be long-term actions that require reaction from the runtime system, to resume preempted threads or redistribute the computation assigned to preempted threads among the running threads. This scenario occurs for example in dynamic processor allocation strategies that use process control [30, 35] .
The undesirable consequences of a thread preemption are illustrated in Figure 3 . If s is preempted while running on A and the computation performed by s is taken up by t, the working set and the memory affinity set of s will be accessed remotely from a processor in node B.
Using dynamic page migration
Dynamic page migration can correct misalignments between computation and data that might occur due to scheduler interventions and maintain dynamic threadto-memory affinity relations at runtime. Upon a thread migration, a page migration engine can move the pages of the memory affinity set of the migrated thread to the node that hosts the thread after the migration. Upon a thread preemption, page migration can be used to forward the pages in the memory affinity set of the preempted thread close to the active threads that take up the preempted computation, if any. In both cases, migrations of pages should be performed timely, that is, shortly after the scheduling events that trigger them. At the same time, the cost of page migrations should be amortized. This means that page migration should be initiated only if it is likely to reduce the latency of remote memory accesses by an amount that exceeds the cost of moving the pages and maintain memory consistency thereafter.
Previously proposed page migration algorithms [28, 32] are based on competitive criteria. A competitive criterion migrates a page if the number of remote accesses by some node exceeds the number of local accesses by a predefined threshold. This threshold is set to account for the cost of page migration. Competitive criteria anticipate that the memory access pattern of a program exhibits temporal locality, so that the history of accesses to each page is likely to reflect the access pattern of the page in the near future. Unfortunately, a competitive criterion is unable to migrate pages timely in response to scheduler interventions in a multiprogrammed system. This happens because the past access history of pages becomes obsolete upon certain scheduling events and biases the page migration criterion towards poor decisions.
Consider a thread migrating from node A to node B and a page in the memory affinity set of the thread which has been accessed nacc A times from A and nacc B times from B, until the execution point at which the thread migrates. If the migrated thread keeps running on B for a relatively long time frame, migrating the pages of its memory affinity set to B is worthwhile. The problem is that when the thread migrates, the access history of the pages in the memory affinity set of the thread is most probably indicating that nacc A >> nacc B . If B does not access the page at least nacc A − nacc B times, the competitive criterion will not migrate the page to B. Consequently, the rate of remote memory accesses made by this thread will increase sharply.
Consider now the case in which the thread is preempted on A and some thread running on B takes up the computation of the preempted thread. If no other thread is running on A, A will stop accessing the page. On the other hand, nacc B will be increased at a fast pace due to the implicit migration of computation to B. Again if nacc A >> nacc B at preemption time, B is unlikely to receive the page unless it accesses it at least nacc A − nacc B times.
The preceding examples show that in order to perform page migrations timely in a multiprogrammed DSM system, it is necessary to discard obsolete history that may be accumulated in the access counters of the pages. In the next section we present an algorithm that achieves this goal by correlating the snapshots of the access counters with scheduling events that occur at runtime and the structure of the program. Correlation with scheduling events enables the algorithm to decide whether the past access history of each page should affect page migration decisions or not. Information from the scheduler lets the algorithm detect accurately the nodes to which pages should migrate at runtime. Correlation with the structure of the program enables the algorithm to make some safe assumptions on the expected memory access pattern at runtime.
PAGE MIGRATION ALGORITHM
We propose a scheduler-activated dynamic page migration algorithm designed to dynamically collocate threads and memory affinity sets in multiprogrammed DSM systems. The algorithm has the following properties:
a. The algorithm operates on strictly iterative parallel programs, that is, programs that repeat the same parallel computation for a number of iterations. These programs represent the majority of industrial and benchmarking parallel codes in use today. The algorithm exploits the iterative structure of the programs to infer the memory access pattern at specific points of execution.
b. The algorithm operates in a local scope and suggests changes of the physical location of pages in the virtual address space of the program. These changes are interpreted as directives to the operating system memory manager, which may accept or reject them according to its internal resource management policy.
c. The algorithm intercepts critical scheduling events at runtime. For this purpose, the algorithm uses feedback form the operating system, retrieved via a lightweight communication interface with the kernel scheduler.
d. The algorithm uses an aggressive, speculative page migration criterion, activated by scheduler interventions that necessitate the migration of pages.
e. The algorithm is orthogonal to the scheduling strategy of the operating system. In particular, the algorithm responds to low-level scheduling decisions that change the state of threads under certain time constraints. These scheduling decisions may be used by different schedulers, spanning the range between time sharing and space sharing.
The algorithm consists of two modules. The first module identifies the status of threads in the program at specific points of execution. The second module is executed at the end of outer iterations of the program and applies migration criteria to pages that belong to the resident set of the program.
Detecting the scheduling state of threads
The algorithm takes snapshots of the scheduling state of each thread from the operating system and uses these snapshots to maintain medium-term scheduling information. The purpose of the algorithm is to identify events that may trigger the migration of pages in the memory affinity sets of specific threads. There are three such events: Migration, preemption and resumption of a thread. In all three cases, the algorithm maintains approximate timing information, by timestamping the points at which the scheduling state of threads changes. The purpose of timestamping is to measure approximately the time period during which each thread remains in the same scheduling state and evaluate if this period is long enough to justify the cost of page migration (cf. Section 4.2).
The code fragment in Figure 4 shows how scheduling information is maintained by the algorithm on a per-thread basis. The code assumes that at the time of invocation, the operating system provides for each thread a hint indicating whether the thread is preempted or running on some node. Figure 5 shows the state diagram maintained by the algorithm.
According to the information provided by the operating system, the algorithm identifies the state of each thread as follows:
running. This state implies that the thread runs on a CPU on the same node for at least as much as a predefined interval (denoted by t thr ). This interval is defined by the page migration criterion (cf. Section 4.2).
migrated. This state implies that the thread was previously running on a CPU on some node denoted by curr node and subsequently migrated to a CPU on node n = curr node. A thread may transit to the migrated state from any of the other states, as long as n = curr node.
preempted. This state implies that the thread was preempted from the node on which it was running before.
resumed. This state implies that the thread was resumed on a processor on the same node it was running before (i.e. curr node), but before the resumption, the thread was preempted for at least as much as t thr . Note that if the thread is resumed on a node other than curr node, its state becomes migrated.
Every transition between different states is timestamped by the algorithm. Therefore, the state of a thread i is interpreted as (running| migrated| preempted| resumed) since T i .timestamp. The fields curr node and prev node track the execution history of the thread and they are used by the page migration criterion.
Out of the four states maintained by the algorithm, three (migrated, preempted, resumed) are treated as triggers that activate an aggressive page migration criterion. Note that the code that maintains scheduling information performs no transi-tion to the running state. This transition is performed by the code that implements the page migration criterion, as soon as it detects that a thread keeps running on the same node for longer than t thr .
Page migration criterion
The page migration criterion used in our algorithm is based on the observation that an iterative program repeats its memory access pattern throughout its execution lifetime. This implies that a snapshot of the page access counters taken immediately after the execution of the first iteration reflects the memory access pattern of the entire program. In fact, this snapshot is sufficient to compute the optimal page placement with respect to as far as the relation between threads and memory affinity sets is concerned. Using this snapshot, a competitive page migration criterion can place each page in the node that minimizes the maximum latency due to remote memory accesses to this page [21] . Given the fact that the snapshot is taken early in the execution of the program, it can serve as the means to approximate the best static page placement algorithm.
If the memory access pattern of the program is repeated in every iteration, each page is accessed the same number of times in every iteration, unless it is migrated from the operating system. If the reference rate by some node to this page changes in consecutive iterations, it is likely that an intervention of the operating system has changed the scheduling state of the threads running on that node. More specifically, if the access rate by some node drops, it is possible that a thread that was running on a processor on that node was preempted. With the same rationale, if the number of accesses by some node increases, it might be the case that either a thread that references the page frequently has migrated to a processor on that node, or some piece of computation that accesses the page frequently was taken up by another thread running on that node. These observations drive the page migration criterion used in our algorithm.
The code fragment in Figure 6 shows the page migration criterion. This code is invoked at the end of every outer iteration of the program and checks all the resident pages of the program. The page migration criterion is applied, if the algorithm detects that in two consecutive iterations the access rate from the home node of the page drops, while the access rate from one or more remote nodes increases. Among these nodes, there is a node k with the maximum number of accesses to the page during the last iteration. After finding this node, the algorithm examines three cases:
Case 1: A thread migrated from the home node of the page to node k and runs there for at least t thr time units. Due to the increased access rate from k, it is likely that this thread includes the page in its memory affinity set. The algorithm optimistically moves the page to k, anticipating that the thread will continue running on k in the near future.
Case 2: A thread was preempted from the home node of the page for at least t thr time units. Due to the increased access rate from k, it is likely that a part of the computation performed by the preempted thread was taken up by another thread running on k. The algorithm moves the page to k, speculating that the threads that used to access the page more frequently will remain preempted in the near future and that the thread running on k will adopt the page in its memory affinity set.
Case 3: A thread was preempted from k and was resumed on a processor on the same node after at least t thr units. In that case, the algorithm speculates that the resumed thread used to contain the page in its memory affinity set before its preemption and moves the page to k.
The threshold t thr ensures that a thread that claims a page runs on the same node long enough to justify the cost of migrating the page to that node. The value of t thr is set equal to t mas , where t mas is the time needed to migrate the entire memory affinity set of a thread. The rationale behind this heuristic is the following. The three events that trigger page migrations require at most as many page migrations as the size of the memory affinity set of a thread which is migrated, preempted, or resumed. Clearly, if the thread that claims a page keeps executing on node k for less than t mas , there is no time to amortize the cost of migrating the pages to k. If the thread keeps executing on k for more than t mas , the pages will move to k in time to reduce some of the latency of memory accesses issued by processors in k 6 .Since the algorithm does not know in advance how long each thread will keep running on the same node, it chooses to competitively wait for t thr before migrating pages to k [13] .
A low-overhead estimation of t mas can be obtained as follows: Assuming that the operating system performs a balanced distribution of pages between nodes, the memory affinity set of each thread is expected to be equal to the size of the resident set of the program, divided by the number of nodes on which the program starts executing. The value of t mas is obtained by multiplying this number with the expected cost of a page migration, which can be computed easily with microbenchmarks.
Note that the algorithm changes the state of migrated and preempted threads to running, after completing the migration of pages in the memory affinity sets of these threads. The running state implies that a thread and its memory affinity set are effectively collocated and no further page migrations are required.
Discussion
The presented algorithm infers the memory affinity set to which each page belongs from the observed changes in the memory access pattern. Most of these speculations are correct and lead to accurate page migration decisions, if the operating system uses a locality-conscious static page placement algorithm, such as first-touch [17] and the programs have relatively regular memory access patterns. In these cases, the operating system establishes a strong correlation between threads and pages near the beginning of execution and the page migration algorithm can react smoothly to scheduler interventions.
The situation is more complicated for programs with irregular memory access patterns, in which the correlation between threads and pages may change dynamically at runtime. A solution in these cases is to apply a competitive page migration criterion in conjunction with the scheduler-activated criterion, to track potential changes in the memory access pattern. Incorporating a competitive criterion in the algorithm is straightforward. The access counters of each page that does not satisfy the default migration criterion of the algorithm can be re-evaluated with the competitive criterion to check if migration due to a change in the memory access pattern is worthwhile.
A second consideration is the applicability of the algorithm in non-iterative programs or iterative programs with non-iterative memory access patterns. In its current form, the migration criterion employed by the algorithm uses the access rate to each page on a per-iteration basis. In case the memory access pattern of the program is not iterative, a simple solution is to use a periodic mechanism. The mechanism checks the access rate to each page during regular time intervals, by taking snapshots of the access counters periodically. The algorithm compares the access rates to each page during two consecutive intervals and subsequently applies the migration criterion. The period between consecutive invocations should be reasonably long to compensate for possible transient effects in the page access pattern or short-term scheduler interventions. Selecting the most appropriate period depends mostly on the characteristics of the program. One technique that can enhance the performance of a periodic page migration engine is the decaying of counters. The intuition behind decaying is to discard or reduce the importance of memory access history which is likely to be obsolete. A access counter can be decayed either by resetting its value to 0, or by reducing its value by some fixed amount. Since the page access pattern of a non-iterative program does not re-iterate itself, progressive decaying of counters during the execution of the program makes the page migration criterion less prone to obsolete memory access history. As a consequence, the counters can not bias the page migration criterion.
In the context of our algorithm, at least two scheduler interventions can be considered as reasons for counter decaying. Upon a thread migration or preemption, the counter of the node from which the thread migrates can be decayed if there are no other threads of the program running on the same node. Since this node will not access the page in the near future, decaying the corresponding counter will enable earlier migration of the page. Results presented in [20] prove that the decaying technique works very well in practice.
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The previously presented algorithm is implemented at user-level and integrated in a runtime system that provides transparent data distribution facilities and memory locality optimizations to OpenMP programs on the SGI Origin2000 [22] . In this section we describe briefly the most essential implementation details of the algorithm.
User-level implementation
Each page in the memory of a node on the Origin2000 is equipped with a vector of access counters. There is one access counter per node of the system for configurations of up to 64 nodes. For larger configurations, accesses from eight nodes are multiplexed on the same counter. The memory controller is equipped with additional logic that compares local and remote accesses to each page and delivers a hardware interrupt when the number of remote accesses to a page exceeds the number of local accesses by a programmable threshold.
User-level implementation of page migration algorithms on the Origin2000 is enabled by two kernel services. IRIX provides user-level access to the hardware page access counters and scheduling state maintained by the operating system, through the /proc filesystem. In addition to this service, IRIX has a complete memory management control interface exported to the user. Although both features are platform-specific, similar services are provided in other commercial cachecoherent DSMs, such as the Sun Wildfire [9, 23] . Furthermore, both commodity and open source operating systems such as TruUNIX and implementations of Linux backed up by SGI, IBM, HP and Sun [16] are currently incorporating features to support memory management services for NUMA systems, such as locality-based thread scheduling and demand-based page placement and migration. There are also ongoing efforts to formalize a set of portable NUMA extensions for commodity operating systems [10] . The proposed interfaces provide a rich set of user-level calls for mappings threads to processors and pages to memory nodes (such as the portable getcpu() interface and the CpuMemMap and CpuMemSet interfaces proposed for Linux and most vendor implementations of UNIX [10] ). Given these efforts, we envision a portable implementation of our algorithm for generic support of effective dynamic page migration on multiprogrammed NUMA systems.
The /proc filesystem provides a low-overhead interface to the internal state of the hardware and the operating system. Information on the internal state of the system can be obtained via ioctl() calls to memory-mapped files in the /proc filesystem. There are two ioctl commands that enable access to the hardware and the software-extended page access counters of the Origin2000. The softwareextended counters are maintained by the operating system upon overflow of the corresponding hardware counters and they are also used to maintain counter values on a per-process basis upon context switches [27] . Note that our algorithm triggers migrations after making explicit comparisons between the values of the hardware counters and evaluating the scheduling state of threads. The interrupt-driven page migration engine of IRIX is disabled while the algorithm is executing.
The memory management control interface of IRIX provides a namespace for the physical memory of the system. This name space can be used to explicitly place and migrate virtual memory pages of the data segment of a program [27] .
The main drawbacks of the user-level implementation is the overhead and the lack of complete control over the system resources. The overhead stems from the system calls required to access the /proc filesystem and migrate pages. This cost does not harm performance in our algorithm, since both services are invoked at the relatively coarse-grain frequency of once per iteration. The lack of control of system resources appears to be a more significant limitation, mainly because the runtime system is unable to control directly the physical memory resources allocated to other programs and page migrations to loaded nodes may fail under high memory pressure.
Fortunately, in our implementation, memory pressure and similar situations are handled conveniently by the operating system, which accepts or rejects requests for page migration based on the memory occupancy of each node. IRIX applies a best-effort strategy to handle user-level migration requests. If a page can not be accommodated on a node due to shortage of free memory space, the operating system attempts to forward the page to a neighboring node 7 and minimize the latency of remote accesses to the page.
Intercepting scheduling state at user-level
In our implementation, the scheduling state of each thread is communicated from the operating system to the user space via shared memory. Asynchronous communication through shared memory between user-level libraries and the kernel scheduler can be implemented in IRIX with the schedctl() interface. Using this interface, a thread can find out the actual processor on which it was most recently scheduled by the operating system, after polling the t cpu field of the thread-private data area maintained in the kernel [27] . In this way, the runtime system can collect per-thread scheduling information in a distributed fashion. Each thread that shares the address space of the program executes schedctl() and subsequently updates a private entry in a scheduling table maintained by the runtime system. In the actual implementation, each thread is assigned a unique entry in the table, indexed by the thread number. Virtual numbers are assigned to threads by the OpenMP runtime environment and lie in the range between 0 and OMP MAX THREADS-1. No mutual exclusion between threads is required to access the table and the entries of the table are padded to avoid false sharing.
Two important implementation issues are the polling frequency and the identification of thread preemptions. Since scheduling information is obtained on a per-thread basis, the scheduling state of threads in the runtime system can be updated only when the threads are actually running. In our implementation, threads poll scheduling information at the entry and exit points of parallel constructs identified by the OpenMP !$OMP PARALLEL, !$OMP PARALLEL DO and !$OMP PARALLEL SECTIONS directives. Polling at these execution points is convenient for two reasons: First, it does not interfere with the execution of useful computation and introduces negligible overhead. Second, this sort of polling captures medium-term scheduling information for the threads and enables the page migration algorithm to optimize locality across disjoint, coarse pieces of parallel computation. This implementation has better stability and its behaviour is more easily interpretable compared to an implementation that polls at arbitrary points of execution.
Intercepting thread preemptions is a subtle issue, because the operating system does not provide notifications of preemptions via the schedctl() interface. In order to overcome this problem, the implementation identifies thread preemptions implicitly. We use a virtual timestamp per thread and take advantage of the fact that the main thread which is responsible for the execution of the sequential parts of the program (denoted as the master in OpenMP terminology), participates always in the execution of parallel constructs and therefore polls always its scheduling status. When a thread participates in the execution of a parallel construct, it compares its timestamp with that of the master thread at the entry of the parallel construct. If the value of the timestamp is lower, the thread equalizes its timestamp with that of the master thread. At the exit point the master thread reads the timestamps of the slave threads and if a thread's timestamp is lower than that of the master's, the thread is marked as preempted, based on the observation that the thread did not participate in the execution of the preceding parallel construct. The master increments its timestamp and proceeds normally.
Reducing the overhead of page migrations
The final implementation issue that needs to be discussed is the overhead of page migrations. In general, page migration is an expensive operation, involving data copying, maintenance of TLB coherence, invocation of interrupt handlers and bookkeeping costs. On state-of-the-art architectures, page migrations cost roughly 0.5 to 1 ms [32] . In particular, on the Origin2000, measurements with microbenchmarks have shown that the average cost of a page migration requested at user-level is approximately 1 ms.
Our implementation tries to amortize this cost by overlapping the execution of page migrations with the execution of program code. This is possible by spawning a thread to execute page migrations. However, considering the fact that the algorithm operates in multiprogrammed environments and spawning a thread may stress the system, the implementation uses a conditional and spawns the thread that overlaps page migrations only if the system load is below a certain threshold. If the system load is high, page migrations are inlined in the application code by the master thread.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Setting and methodology
We conducted experiments on a 64-processor SGI Origin2000 located at the European Center for Parallelism of Barcelona (CEPBA). This system has 32 dualprocessor nodes, organized in a 4-dimensional hypercube topology, with two nodes per edge of the hypercube. The processors of the system are MIPS R10000 clocked at 250 MHz with 32 Kilobytes of split primary cache and 4 Megabytes of unified secondary cache. The system has 12 Gigabytes of memory distributed uniformly across the nodes.
The experiments were conducted with multiprogrammed workloads, submitted to the system in the form of simple C shell scripts. Each workload includes multiple copies of a single parallel benchmark and a sequential program which serves as background noise. The parallel benchmarks used are the OpenMP implementations of the NAS benchmarks [12] . These benchmarks are well tuned for the Origin2000 memory hierarchy and scale almost linearly up to 32 processors. The sequential program in the workloads is a make utility invoked in a repetitive manner to compile the files in the gcc compiler source tree. This program is I/O intensive and consists of many sequential threads with short execution times. These threads interfere in a random manner with the threads of the parallel programs in the workloads.
We conducted three sets of experiments. The first set includes synthetic experiments which evaluate the impact of scheduler interventions on the performance of parallel programs. The other two sets of experiments evaluate the performance of our page migration algorithm with two scheduling strategies, namely time sharing and dynamic space sharing with process control [30] . These scheduling strategies represent the two extremes of the spectrum of policies used in contemporary shared-memory multiprocessor schedulers. In all three sets of experiments, we ran the entire NAS benchmark suite and measured the performance degradation of the benchmarks when executed in a multiprogrammed system. For the sake of brevity, we use the results obtained for two application benchmarks, BT and SP, to discuss the relevant issues. The rest of the results are given in Appendix A.
The performance achieved by the first-touch page placement algorithm serves as a baseline for comparisons. First-touch is the default page placement algorithm of IRIX. The performance of our algorithm is also compared against the performance of the IRIX page migration engine. IRIX uses a competitive page migration algorithm based on the algorithm implemented on the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor [32] , with the exception that the IRIX page migration engine is operating on a per-program basis, rather than as a global system option.
Impact of thread migrations
The first experiment explores the impact of thread migrations on the performance of parallel programs. In this experiment, BT is executed on an idle system. The code of the benchmark is modified to execute the first half iterations on 32 idle processors and the remaining iterations on 16 out of these 32 processors. Before executing the second half of the iterations, 16 threads of the benchmark are artificially preempted and their computation is equally redistributed among the remaining 16 active threads 8 . The pages in the resident set of the benchmark are distributed with the first-touch page placement algorithm of IRIX.
Since the pages are placed on a first-touch basis and the distribution of computation in the parallel loops of the benchmark is static, the pages in the resident set of the benchmark are equidistributed among the nodes that participate in the parallel execution. Due to the preemption of threads on half of these nodes, approximately half of the pages of the resident set (i.e. those that belong to the memory affinity sets of the preempted threads) are accessed remotely during the second half of the benchmark.
Let T 1 and T 2 be the execution times of the two halves of the benchmark. Assuming that t p is the parallel execution time of the benchmark on p idle processors, the optimal execution time of the benchmark in the specific experiment is
2 . Due to the redistribution of the computation assigned to the preempted threads, the rate of remote memory accesses issued by the non-preempted threads is increased and T 2 is increased accordingly. It is therefore expected that T 2 > t16 2 . In order to approximate the optimal performance, a page migration engine should migrate all the pages that belong to the memory affinity sets of the 16 preempted threads. These page migrations should be performed immediately after the preemption of these threads.
In order to investigate how thread preemptions may increase the number of remote memory accesses, we tracked the rate of remote memory accesses per iteration to one of the most frequently accessed arrays (rhs) in BT during the execution of the benchmark. The number of remote memory accesses was recorded in our runtime system, by reading the access counters of the pages that stored the array once per iteration. The per-iteration access rates were aggregated over chunks of 20 iterations to produce the chart in Figure 7 .
The chart shows the rate of remote memory accesses in three settings of the experiment. The first setting uses the first-touch page placement algorithm. The second setting uses first-touch and activates the IRIX page migration engine. The third setting uses first-touch and our user-level page migration engine. Concentrating on the results without page migration, what can be observed easily from the chart is that immediately after the 100th iteration, there is a spike in the rate of remote memory accesses. More precisely, the rate of remote memory accesses increases by a factor of 3.3, from 363/iteration to 1186/itetation. Figure 8 shows the impact of this anomaly on the execution time of the benchmark. The benchmark executes 43% slower compared to the optimal execution rate (i.e. T 1 +T 2 = 1.43·T opt ). The last half iterations execute 62% slower than the optimal execution rate (i.e. T 2 = 1.62 · t16 2 ). Note that this slowdown is attributed solely to remote memory accesses. There is neither sharing of processors, nor any other source of contention during the execution of the benchmark.
The observed trends do not change when the IRIX page migration engine is activated in the experiment. Page migration reduces slightly the rate of remote memory accesses during the first half (from 363/iteration to 318/iteration). This is a second-order effect and stems from suboptimal placement of some pages by the first-touch algorithm. During the critical second half, the rate of remote memory accesses increases to 892/iteration. This is 24% less compared to the rate without page migration, but still 2.8 as much as the remote memory access rate during the first half. There is a 28% slowdown compared to the optimal execution time of the whole benchmark and a 40% slowdown compared to the optimal execution time of the second half.
The problem appears to be solved by our page migration algorithm. The rate of remote memory accesses remains unaffected by the preemption of the 16 threads 9 . The execution time of the benchmark is only 1% slower than the optimal. Table 1 shows the size of the resident set and the number of page migrations executed by the IRIX page migration engine and our user-level page migration engine respectively. This information was collected by instrumenting the runtime system to record page migrations. In the case of IRIX, we used the command nstats -r to collect postmortem statistics of page migration activity from the IRIX kernel. Ideally, half of the pages of the resident set should be migrated after the 100th iteration. Our page migration algorithm approaches this optimal point, by migrating 47% of the resident pages after the 100th iteration. The IRIX page migration engine migrates only 24% of the resident pages. It must be emphasized that IRIX detects a total of 1291 pages as candidates for migration, but 544 of these pages are not migrated because they fail to satisfy the constrains posed by the IRIX page migration policy. It seems that although IRIX detects almost as many candidates for migration as our page migration algorithm, it fails to migrate all of these pages.
Although more accurate information about the behaviour of the IRIX page migration engine could not be obtained at runtime, we believe that the observed behaviour is an artifact of the obsolete access history of pages that biases the IRIX page migration algorithm after the preemption of threads. Note that IRIX does make use of counter decaying. In particular, IRIX decays the counters of one page every 10 ms, by subtracting a fixed quantity from the corresponding access counters. At this rate however, in order to decay the counters of all the pages that have to be migrated (1528 pages in total), IRIX needs approximately 15 seconds. Even if the counters of all pages are decayed, it is not guaranteed that the pages will eventually migrate. Considering that the total execution time of the benchmark is 92 seconds, it becomes obvious that the IRIX page migration engine can not migrate pages in a timely fashion.
Time sharing
In the second experiment, we executed two multiprogrammed workloads using the native time sharing scheduler of IRIX. IRIX uses an earnings-based scheduler which attempts to equalize the CPU time allocated to each job in the long term [4] . The first workload includes two copies of BT and a loop enclosing invocations to make, which are issued for the entire duration of the execution of the workload. Similarly, the second workload includes two copies of SP and a loop with invocations to make. The parallel programs in the workloads use 32 threads and this number remains fixed throughout the execution of the programs. There is no binding of threads to processors or any other intervention that alters the standard behaviour of the IRIX scheduler.
The average turnaround time of BT and SP in the workloads with different memory management schemes is illustrated in Figures 9 and 10 respectively. The optimal execution time of the benchmarks in these experiments is computed as the execution time on 32 idle processors, multiplied by the degree of multiprogramming in the workload, which is equal to 2. This is true under the oversimplifying assumption that there is no interference with the sequential background load of the threads spawned by make.
In this experiment, the user who submits the parallel programs for execution would expect the programs to run with a graceful slowdown approximately equal to 2. Unfortunately, the results show that the slowdown of the benchmarks is much worse. Using first-touch page placement, the actual slowdown is 4.4 and 4.0 for BT and SP respectively. Using page migration in the IRIX kernel does not seem to remedy the problem and the slowdown remains high (4.1 and 3.1 for BT and SP respectively).
During the execution of the workloads, we recorded the transitions of threads between scheduling states, as retrieved from the IRIX scheduler. This information is summarized in Table 2 . The recorded information indicates that time sharing incurs a remarkably high number of thread preemptions. Most of these preemptions are short-term and they most likely occur due to the interference with the background load. A very small fraction (less than 1%) of these preemptions lasts for more than t thr . Note that the size of the memory affinity set of each thread in BT and SP is approximately 96 pages. Assuming an average page migration cost of 1 ms, t thr = t mas ≈ 96 ms. On the other hand, a significant amount of thread migrations is recorded and almost half of them lasts for more than t thr . IRIX uses affinity links, trying to keep each thread running on the same processor as much as possible. Unfortunately, the interference with the background load forces many threads belonging to parallel programs to loose their affinity, by moving to other nodes for load balancing purposes. Many of these threads return back to their original home nodes, however their affinity links are weakened in a manner that hurts performance.
The overall picture shows that there is significant room for improvement from page migration. Indeed, our page migration algorithm is able to reduce the slowdown of the parallel programs to 2.4-2.5. Although there is still a noticeable performance drop, the page migration algorithm delivers almost as much of an improvement as possible. We justify this argument by the results of a synthetic experiment, in which we executed the same workloads without the background noise and after binding threads to processors. The slowdown in this case was 2.23 for BT and 2.27 for SP. This slowdown occurs solely due to the interference between threads in the caches, since there are no thread migrations. There is only a marginal difference between this slowdown and the slowdown measured in the experiments with the background noise and this difference is apparently due to the intervention of the background noise in the caches.
Dynamic space sharing
The experiments presented in the previous section were repeated after replacing the IRIX time sharing scheduler with a dynamic space sharing scheduler. We emulated dynamic space sharing following guidelines from previous implementations of dynamic processor allocation policies at user-level [35] . We allocate a page in shared memory in which a load index is consistently updated by the programs in the workloads. This load index reflects the actual degree of parallelism exposed by each program at any point during its execution. The programs request 32 processors at the entry points of !$OMP PARALLEL constructs and 1 processor otherwise. The number of processors allocated to each program is controlled by an equipartitioning algorithm. With this strategy, processors are allocated to programs cyclically and one at a time, until the requests of all programs are satisfied or the system runs out of processors [30] . Once the number of processors allocated to a parallel program is determined, the program uses the same number of threads to execute parallel constructs. In this way, the program adapts effectively to the available number of processors.
The actual mapping of threads to processors in this experiment is left to the IRIX scheduler. The affinity links used by the IRIX scheduler were enabled to bias scheduling decisions.
Figures 11 and 12 plot the results of this experiment. The optimal turnaround time is again equal to 2 · t 32 . It can be easily observed that the performance implications of multiprogramming become less acute with dynamic space sharing. However, the performance trends observed with time sharing occur in space sharing as well. Static page placement without page migration has poor performance, while competitive page migration is again insufficient. Our page migration algorithm performs only 3-6% off the optimal performance. Table 3 provides scheduling statistics to enlighten the results. Dynamic space sharing incurs less preemptions and migrations of threads compared to time sharing, which is fairly expected. Nevertheless, dynamic space sharing incurs significant scheduling activity due to the dynamics of the workload. In an ideal space sharing setting, each parallel program should receive 16 dedicated processors and run on them throughout its lifetime. There are several reasons due to which this ideal distribution is impossible in the experiments. First, the background load requires at least one processor throughout the execution of the workload. Second, there is an inherent asynhcrony in the execution of parallel programs. The executions of the two copies of a program in the same workload do not proceed synchronously through the same phases. There are cases in which one parallel program executes sequentially, while the other has as many as 30 processors to use. Asynchrony is introduced by the background noise. As a consequence, thread preemptions and migrations are relatively frequent.
The notable difference between space sharing and time sharing, is that most changes of scheduling state last long enough to activate our page migration algorithm. This happens because space sharing tends to change the scheduling states of threads across coarse-grain pieces of computation, that is, parallel loops and regions. Therefore, dynamic space sharing provides a more stable scheduling environment for applying aggressive page migration strategies.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a scheduler-enabled dynamic page migration algorithm for multiprogrammed DSM multiprocessors. The algorithm was motivated by the fact that on cache-coherent DSM multiprocessors, certain scheduler interventions tend to increase the frequency of remote memory accesses, by moving threads away from their memory affinity sets. The presented algorithm intercepts medium-term scheduler interventions, evaluates whether any of these interventions justifies the cost of migrating an entire memory affinity set and activates page migration accordingly.
The algorithm is customized for iterative programs in which the accurate memory access pattern can be inferred after the execution of one iteration.
The most notable advantages of the presented algorithm are timeliness, accuracy and ability to amortize the overhead of page migration. The algorithm coordinates effectively the scheduler and the memory manager, by being responsive to scheduling events which are likely to benefit significantly from page migration. Page migrations are based on accurate snapshots of the complete memory access pattern of the programs and after discarding any obsolete memory access history. The cost of page migrations is carefully balanced against the expected benefits from reducing the rate of remote memory accesses. The algorithm can be extended easily to non-iterative programs using sampling and access counter decaying.
The implementation of the algorithm lies entirely at user-level and the algorithm can be plugged to OpenMP programs without modifications of source code. The performance of the algorithm is superior to the best static page placement algorithm, even when the latter is coupled with a competitive page migration engine. The algorithm provides uniform performance improvements with the two scheduling policies that represent the extremes of the spectrum of policies in contemporary multiprocessor schedulers, namely time sharing and dynamic space sharing. Since the functionality of the algorithm is orthogonal to the scheduling policy of the operating system, we believe that the algorithm constitutes a useful performance tuning tool for multiprogrammed DSMs. // P id is the identifier assigned to the thread by the operating system; // state is the scheduling state of the thread, which can take the values // preempted, running, migrated or resumed; curr node is the node on which the // thread is executed; prev node is the previous node on which the thread was // executing before migrating to curr node; timestamp is the wall clock time // at which the last snapshot of the current scheduling state of the thread // was taken by the runtime system. for (i = 1; i < MAX THREADS(); i++) { if (i is running on a CPU on node n) { case (state) { // check the previous state running: if (curr node != n) { // this is a migration state = migrated; prev node = curr node curr node = n; timestamp = clockgettime();} migrated:
if (curr node != n) { // this is a re-migration prev node = curr node; curr node = n; timestamp = clockgettime();} preempted:
if (curr node != n) { // this is a migration following a preemption state = migrated; prev node = curr node; curr node = n; timestamp = clockgettime();} else { state = resumed; // the thread is resumed on the same node timestamp = clockgettime();} resumed:
if (curr node != n) { // this is a migration of a recently resumed thread state = migrated; prev node = curr node; curr node = n; timestamp = clockgettime()} } else { // thread i is preempted // P k , k = 1 . . . resident set size are the pages // in the resident set of the program, nacc k (i, it) is the // number of accesses from node k to page i during // iteration it, h is the home node of the page and currit and // previt the current and previous iterations of the program respectively. // t thr is the time needed to migrate the entire memory affinity set of a thread. for (i = 1; i <= resident set size; i++) { read access counters( 3 We use a small allocation of 10,000 CPU hours of dedicated CPU time and unlimited timeshared CPU time. These allocations are typically given out for small-scale academic projects at the University of Illinois. 4 The term node is used to denote the basic building block of a DSM multiprocessor. Typically, a node is composed of a small number of processors, memory, and a communication assist. 5 The terms virtual processor, kernel thread and execution vehicle are synonyms denoting the entities provided by the operating system for multithreading a shared address space. 6 We assume that page migration can be overlapped with the execution of useful computation. 7 Neighboring nodes are defined according by the topology of the interconnection network. 8 We used the OpenMP OMP SET NUM THREADS() runtime intrinsic to adjust manually the number of threads in the benchmarks. 9 In fact, the rate drops slightly because some remote accesses are converted to local due to the redistribution of the parallel computation.
